Refractive effects on optical measurement of alveolar volume: a 2-D ray-tracing approach.
Lung imaging and assessment of alveoli geometry in the lung tissue is of great importance. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a real-time imaging technique used for this purpose, based on near-infrared interferometry, that can image several layers of distal alveoli in the lung tissue. The OCT measurements use low coherence interferometry, where light reflections from surfaces in the tissue are used to construct 2D images of the tissue. OCT images provide better depth compared to other optical microscopy techniques such as confocal reflectance and two-photon microscopy. Therefore, it is important to detect and verify optical distortions that happens with OCT, including refractive effect at the tissue-air alveoli wall interface which is not taken into account in the OCT imaging model. In this paper, the refractive effect at the tissue-air interface of the alveoli wall is modeled using exact ray tracing and direct implementation of Snell's law, and differences between alveoli area computed from OCT imaging and those measured by exact ray tracing of the OCT signal are analyzed.